
CHARLES ROYLE 



CHARLES ROYLE creating a universe 
- yorkshireCHARLES ROYLE Build a universe based on my 
hometown of Yorkshire, England. 
Yorkshire is a place that has 
inspired many talents over the 
years and has been featured in 
some of the most iconic literary 

and visual pieces. I wish to 
convey not just a romantic 
concept of what Yorkshire is, 
but instead share my personal 
experience of growing up their, 
inviting a new audience into my 
own universe while seeing my 

perspective.



CHARLES ROYLE identity

due to covid19 work 
on creating a typical 
brand in reverse. using 
digital methods first.

design a custom font 
and colour scheme 

based on the yorkshire 
sandstone that my 
grandfather mined. 
use this font as a 

basis for my universal 
identity going forward.



CHARLES ROYLE natural yorkshire

Paint and illustrate animals and 
plants that were relevant to me in 
my childhood. Create these digitally 
or with oil paints in order to easily 
manipulate them if I wish to develop 

them. 



CHARLES ROYLE print and pattern

create prints and 
patterns based on 
the paintings of the 
natural landscapes. 

these william morris 
inspired prints could 
be used in fabrics 
or home goods such 
as ceramic tilings or 

wallpaper.



CHARLES ROYLE literature

re-design and
re-publish public 
domain yorkshire 
based or inspired 
literary classics. 

allowing my 
audience to 

read about the 
environment of 

inspiration.



CHARLES ROYLE people and professions

hunter  farmer    baker  weaver   miner     farrier 

document the 
classic trades 

and professions of 
people from my 

childhood. use this 
to create links 
between uniform 
and lifestyle to 

further build out a 
universe.



CHARLES ROYLE storytelling

BUILD A ROMANTIC 
YET REALISTIC 

CONCEPT AROUND 
YORKSHIRE IN 

ORDER TO INVITE 
MY AUDIENCE INTO 
THIS UNIVERSE. 

USE PAINTING AND 
ILLUSTRATION IN 
ORDER TO CREATE 
A MORE TACTILE 

CONNECTION BETWEEN 
VIEWER AND SUBJECT.



CHARLES ROYLE textiles and sourcing
yorkshire has 
been a hub for 

textiles and fabrics 
for centuries. i 

researched suppliers, 
manufacturers and 

brands that can help 
to keep this brand 

as local as possible. 
this not only 

maintains heritage 
but also provides 
increased economic 
and environmental 

sustainability. 

suppliers

james hare silk
linton tweeds
Abraham Moon
Joshua Ellis

Laxtons
Marton Mills

Sam Weller and Sons 
Cotton

Pennine Weavers
Alfred Brown
C J Antich

Dugdale Brothers
AW Hainsworth

British Millerain 



CHARLES ROYLE biodiversity

Use endangered species of Sheep 
from local farms in order to 

increase the biodiversity in sheep. 
The majority of wool used now 
is Merino Wool leading to a less 
diverse landscape that is even 
causing some species of sheep to 

become extinct. 



CHARLES ROYLE cottage industries
work to design 

alongside smaller 
independent 

production companies 
local to the areas 

of distribution. 
this will not only 
provide a form of 
economic stability 
to independent 
companies but 

will also enhance 
environmental 

sustainability due 
to local sourcing 

methods.



CHARLES ROYLE permanent collection
design a timeless permanent 

collection that will be 
sourced and produced using 

the best possible methods to 
change the way the customer 

consumes fashion.
this collection will involve 
classic separate pieces that 
csan be paired with evolving 

accessories and accent 
pieces in order to allow the 

customer to experience change. 

each of these permanent 
pieces will be designed with 
sustainable practices in mind.

CHARLES ROYLE 



CHARLES ROYLE seasonal pieces
create 5-10 new pieces per season 

that can be paired together with the 
permanent collection in order to appeal 
to customers in order to evolve fashion 

consumption.

these pieces will also be made through 
sustainable methods and not be 

classified as trendy. these pieces will 
be additions that will be available to 
add to a persons collection of clothing.

the seasonal pieces will be more 
alligned with colour and aesthetic and 
will be able to be paired with the more 
simple permanent collection as well as 

any set of basics from other brands.



CHARLES ROYLE vintage accessories
work alongside collectors and 
resellers in order to curate a 

collection of vintage accessories and 
objects. not only will this promote a 
more sustainable approach but will 
also allow customers to be brought 
further into my universe. some of 

these vintage finds will be adapted 
and paired with other objects in order 

to upcycle and create new pieces.

these pieces will be found and 
collected local to the point of 
distribution. for example if i am 
selling wholesale to a company 
in paris the vintage items and 

accessories will be sourced local to 
paris etc.



CHARLES ROYLE collection components

permanent
oxford shirt

t shirt
jeans

tailored trousers
shorts

casualwear
blazer
coats
shirts

knitwear
skirt

seasonal
dresses

accessories
overwear
shirts

less casual pieces

accessories
jewellery

shoes
sunglasses

bags
watches

leather goods



CHARLES ROYLE campaign

create an oil 
painted campaign 

featuring 
combinations of 

my permanent and 
seasonal pieces. due 
to the coronavirus 
and lockdown i 

found this to be a 
very successful 
alternative to a 

photoshoot.



CHARLES ROYLE campaign
silk organza rugby 

uniform

silk sourced from 
james hare - 

yorkshire england.

shirt
permanent 
collection 

shorts
seasonal piece with 

colours varying 
each season 



CHARLES ROYLE campaign

cotton printed 
separates

cotton sourced in 
yorkshire england

this set will be 
created using 

printed fabric that 
will only change 
prints once each 
fabric stock is 

depleted. opposing 
a typical fashion 

calendar.



CHARLES ROYLE campaign leather jacket and 
farrier shorts

leather sourced 
locally to distribution

jacket
permanent collection

shorts
gabardine shorts in 

permanent collection

farrier belt
a seasonal addition 
that can be added to 
the permanent shorts 

using the belt.


